
 

 

 
Friday, 6 November 2020 

 

Randwick City Council 

Administration Building & Customer Service Centre 

30 Frances Street 

Randwick NSW 2031 

Via email: council@randwick.nsw.gov.au 

 

Re: Heffron Centre Development Applications (DA/480/2020 & DA/486/2020) 

This letter is a formal submission on the above Development Applications (DAs) in relation to the 

proposed Heffron Centre on behalf of Bunnerong Gymnastics Association (Bunnerong). 

Introduction 

We wish to acknowledge this submission is not in opposition to the proposed Heffron Centre. As a not 

for profit Association that has been located at Heffron Park for 33 years, Bunnerong acknowledge the 

facilities are required and much welcomed. Bunnerong has supported the redevelopment of Heffron 

Park and been the key driver for the new gymnastics centre being included as part of the 2009 Heffron 

Park Plan of Management (POM), which involvement has been largely driven by the need for Bunnerong 

to double the size of its current facility. 

The current gymnastics facility leased by Bunnerong has been too small to accommodate the current 

membership for many years and the gymnastics component of the proposed Heffron Centre simply is 

not large enough. The proposed gymnastics area will not accommodate the same amount of equipment 

that is currently in the Bunnerong facility when replaced by new equipment installed to today’s standards. 

This will result in less children, less school groups and less community users being able to enjoy the 

benefits of gymnastics in a facility that is already at maximum capacity.  

It would be extremely disappointing if Randwick City Council (Council) were to knock down the current 

gymnastics facility only to build a replacement facility that does not even meet the current needs of the 

Bunnerong community.  Bunnerong is concerned that this will mean participation in the wonderful sport 

of gymnastics will be more limited. A small facility also impedes the coming together of the vibrant 

community of Bunnerong and is the opposite of what Bunnerong has been trying to achieve for so many 

years. 

Further consultation is required to ensure the gymnastics centre is fit for purpose and is large enough 

to meet the community demands for the sport. This includes ensuring, as a minimum, the Heffron Centre 

gymnastics facility is large enough to accommodate the same level of equipment as is currently in the 

Bunnerong facility when replaced by new equipment installed to today’s industry standards. It is 

expected that the viewing areas, bathroom/changeroom facilities and administrative spaces will also 

reflect industry standards and provide the safest possible environment for children to participate in 

gymnastics. Considering the $25 Million investment in the indoor sports and gymnastics centre, we 

strongly encourage the Council to consult directly with Bunnerong, and Gymnastics NSW, to identify the 

minimum requirements for the new facility. 
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This submission is provided to ensure the facility meets the requirements of the community and 

addresses the following items: 

• Consultation 

• Gymnastics facility – fitness for purpose 

• Heffron Park Plan of Management 2009 (POM 2009) 

• Social Impact Assessment 

Consultation 

1. Consultation with Key Stakeholders 

1.1. The Consultation Outcomes Report prepared by Randwick City Council (Council) dated 

28 August 2020 for the two DAs identifies Gymnastics NSW (GNSW), Gymnastics 

Australia, Bunnerong Gymnastics and Users of the Bunnerong Gymnastics Centre, as 

relevant sporting bodies amongst other State-wide sporting bodies and user groups in 

‘Table 1 – Stakeholder Matrix’. 

1.2. In Table 2 of the same report, a summary of stakeholder briefings was outlined. Whilst 

representatives from the majority of key state-wide sporting groups were included (as per 

Table 1), it is noted none of the Gymnastics Stakeholders have been referenced in this 

table even though there is a purpose-built gymnastics facility as part of the development. It 

is noted that Council has advised the facility will cater from grassroots to elite athletes. To 

have a competitive program, clubs must be affiliated, and athletes registered, with GNSW. 

It is difficult to see how Council can design and construct a purpose-built gymnastics facility 

that caters for elite gymnastics athletes without proper consultation with at least GNSW.  

1.3. Bunnerong sought copies of key correspondence between GNSW and Council/ Council's 

consultants, Otium Sport and Leisure, to confirm the extent of consultation on the 

gymnastics component of the facility. The correspondence obtained demonstrated there 

had been dialogue with the state-wide sporting body at the time of these briefings, which 

clearly outlined that GNSW had advised Council that the proposed gymnastics facility does 

not meet current or future demands for gymnastics. In particular, we refer to the following 

correspondence, copies of which appear in Annexure A to this letter:  

(a) Letter from GNSW to Otium Sport and Leisure dated 8 April 2016, which set out 

the need for the gymnastics facility, recommendations and delivery of outcomes 

in the short and long term, with reference to capacity and growth targets.  

(b) Letter from GNSW to Council dated 7 January 2020, which set out concerns in 

relation to how the facility plans might change to facilitate an additional user 

(South Sydney Rabbitohs), and reinforced the area requirements for the 

gymnastics facility. 

(c) Letter from GNSW to Council dated 27 October 2020, which included the 

following comments: 

"Careful consideration of the internal fitout of a gymnastics facility is critical 

to ensure adequate space for the provision of equipment in accordance 

with competition requirements and foam pits for athlete safety, the latter 

having implications for building foundations as foam pits are imbedded in 

the building slab" 



 

 

"The first verbal indication that the gymnastics facility would not meet the 

specifications previously provided to Council was at a meeting on 18 

December 2020. I wrote to you by letter dated 7 January 2020 raising our 

concern" 

"Gymnastics NSW first received correspondence of the dimensions of the 

building via email on 17 July 2020 from Nick Allen, Senior Project Manager 

at NSW Projects with a note that the ‘plans are at an early stage and subject 

to change due to design development and planning approvals’. The 

building went to public consultation shortly thereafter" 

Bunnerong queries why this dialogue was not included as part of the Consultation 

Outcomes Report. 

1.4. GNSW has made it clear to Bunnerong that it has concerns about the size of the proposed 

facility and the lack of adequate consultation by Council. We refer to the following 

correspondence between GNSW and Bunnerong, copies of which appear in Annexure A 

to this letter:  

(a) Letter from GNSW to Bunnerong dated 30 October 2020, in which GNSW stated 

that: 

“…we do have congoing concerns regarding the size of the venue to meet 

both current and future requirements for participation and as a competition 

facility of regional significance.  

Advice on the 15 July and provision of specifications on 17 July indicated 

that the facility size would be considerably smaller than anticipated.  

It is imperative that the internal fitout for a gymnastics facility is considered 

in the design phase to ensure that it is fit for purpose. That has not occurred 

with respect to the reduced facility size, a matter we continue to discuss 

with Council.  

It would be reasonable conclude that the design on public exhibition noted 

in your question has considered some aspects of advice provided to 

Council however it does not align with the advice provided to Council 

regarding facility size to meet the requirements of participation current and 

future nor would the size enable it to be a facility of regional significance" 

(b) Email from GNSW to Council dated 6 August 2020 (in reference to the Heffron 

Centre EOI lease document Addendum clarifications), in which GNSW stated 

that: 

"…in response to Question 7, Gymnastics NSW was referenced as a 

stakeholder in the formulation of the size of the facility. I think it would be 

inaccurate to state that Gymnastics NSW was involved in the process for 

devising the floor area allocated to gymnastics" 

"It is in my opinion that the determination of the area allocated to 

gymnastics within the current site has preceded the thorough consideration 

of the potential impacts its scale has on; programs and services offered to 

the community, the financial viability of the gymnastics operations within 

the Centre, and the ability to service demand in the local Randwick 

community and surrounding areas.  



 

 

I believe the response within the Addendum inaccurately represents the 

views of Gymnastics NSW and should be redacted from the document" 

2. History of communications between Bunnerong and Council 

2.1. Bunnerong has been working with Council on a new purpose-built gymnastics facility 
since 2003. The following is a brief summary of the history of consultation between 
Bunnerong and Council.  

(a) During the first meeting between Bunnerong and representatives of the Council on 

9 December 2003, Bunnerong requested a building footprint of 2,450m² with 

Bunnerong intending to extend west into the adjacent carpark. This 2,450m² size 

reflects the 2009 Heffron Park Plan of Management concept designs showing the 

indoor sports and gymnastics centres both having separate facilities of the same size 

and budget allocation. Both those centres were intended to be in excess of 2,000m². 

For context, the budget of $3 million per facility as outlined in the 2009 Plan of 

Management was based on the Northern Beaches Indoor Sports Centre (4 

basketball courts, administration and toilets), which was delivered for $2.5 million in 

2002 with a total area of 3,546 m² (Annexure B). 

(b) In 2016, as part of the Council's business case development process for the new 

centre, Bunnerong and GNSW met with Otium Sport and Leisure and provided key 

details with respect to the size requirements of the proposed new gymnastics facility. 

In particular, a gymnastics floor plan area requirement of approximately 2,375m² plus 

an additional floor area of 384m² for ancillary spaces, requiring a total area of 

2,759m² (Annexure C). 

(c) During the business case submission process, and by way of letters issued to 

Council each year as part of the operational plan review process, Bunnerong advised 

the Council that it was able to provide additional funding for the proposed new 

gymnastics facility if needed, in response to which Bunnerong was advised that an 

additional capital contribution would not be required. In late 2017, as part of the 

Council's proposed rates increase, Paul Cooper of Bunnerong attended a briefing 

session with Jeff Smith, who at the time was the Director of Corporate Services for 

the Council. At this briefing, Paul outlined Bunnerong’s ability to provide a capital 

contribution to the project if needed. This was followed up with formal 

correspondence on 1 February 2018 (Annexure D). 

(d) In recent years, Bunnerong was advised by the Council that GNSW would be the 

primary contact for the development to ensure integrity of the process, as referenced 

in the email from Council in 2018 (Annexure E). Whilst this was not our preferred 

approach, we were reassured by Council that GNSW would remain involved 

throughout the design development and that this would ensure the facility was fit for 

purpose and would meet the needs of the sport and the growing gymnastics 

community in the Randwick area. Bunnerong relied on Council's reassurance, to its 

detriment it would seem now. 

(e) As there had been limited updates on the project, in late 2019, Paul Cooper, a 

Bunnerong Board Member, reached out to Council and attended a briefing with key 

Council staff. During that meeting, it became apparent that there had been limited 

consultation with GNSW and the key details regarding the size requirements of the 

new gymnastics facility, which Bunnerong and GNSW had provided to Otium 

Planning back in 2016, were not being incorporated. 



 

 

2.2. Despite the history of discussions between Bunnerong and the Council in relation to the 

area requirements for the new gymnastics facility and additional funding described above, 

upon receiving the EOI for the lease in July 2020 of the proposed new gymnastics facility, 

Bunnerong became aware that the proposed footprint of the proposed new gymnastics 

centre was to be only approximately 1,000m² (excluding ancillary areas); a space which 

would be half the size of what Bunnerong had been discussing with Council, for close to 

20 years.  

2.3. Further, this was the first time that Bunnerong had been made aware of the allocated 

footprint for the proposed new facility; a footprint which, if approved by Council, will be 

wholly inadequate for Bunnerong's existing membership and for the broader gymnastics 

community within and beyond the Council area. 

2.4. In view of the above, Bunnerong asked a gymnastics equipment provider to develop an 

indicative floorplan based on Bunnerong's current gymnastics equipment being installed in 

the proposed new facility to today’s industry standards, in addition to capturing key issues 

such as the existing 20m vault run (which should be 25m) and limited overflow matting in 

areas. The indicative floor plan revealed that Bunnerong requires an area of at least 

1,400m² (46m x 30m) to meet its current operations, plus appropriate ancillary spaces. This 

is without consideration for grouping equipment based on athlete requirements. 

2.5. It is also noted that Bunnerong has been operating at a very high capacity for some time 

with many children in the gym at once. Whilst Bunnerong has aimed to balance the needs 

of increased participation with managing safety and quality, we have always been under 

the impression that the new facility would be significantly larger than the existing Bunnerong 

facility, which would enable Bunnerong to eventually reduce class ratios. To alleviate these 

pressures, Bunnerong submits that, at a minimum, two gymnastics floor areas be provided 

within the proposed new facility, providing a total minimum area of 1,600m² plus ancillary 

spaces. This of course does not allow for any growth in our membership base (currently 

we do not advertise as we are at capacity). 

2.6. If the facility stays as per the current proposed area, it will mean that Bunnerong will need 

to significantly reduce the number of classes offered and the hours athletes train. This will 

result in a loss of members, increased costs per athlete and a reduction in staff – the 

opposite of what Bunnerong has been aiming to achieve with Council for the last 20 years. 

2.7. As you can appreciate from the above, Bunnerong has serious concerns that the design 

process it was advised would be followed has not in fact been followed and will result in a 

new facility with less capacity than Bunnerong's current facility, while costing significantly 

more than originally budgeted for facility. This is particularly concerning given Council 

proposes to demolish the premises from which Bunnerong currently operates. 

2.8. As stated earlier in this letter, the state’s Governing body, GNSW, has also confirmed the 

proposed facility does not meet the requirements of the community. 

  



 

 

Gymnastics facility – fitness for purpose 

Bunnerong has undertaken a high-level review of the DA documentation and provides the following 

feedback demonstrating the current design for the gymnastics component of the Heffron Centre on 

exhibition is not fit for purpose. Due to the minimal consultation on the gymnastics requirements, there 

may be issues with the following items and therefore they should be further discussed prior to 

development consent. 

3. Area issues (as outlined earlier) 

3.1. If the gymnastics footprint remains as currently proposed, Bunnerong objects to the 

demolition of the existing gymnastics facility, otherwise the new facility will result in children 

being turned away. As there are limited gymnastics providers in the Eastern Suburbs, this 

will most likely mean they will not be able to participate in gymnastics, the third most popular 

sport for girls. 

(a) The Operational Plan of Management prepared by NS Group dated 5 September 2020 

stated the anticipated Hours of Operations for the Gymnastics Centre as follows, 

Monday to Friday 8am – 10pm and Saturday & Sunday 8am to 5pm. It is noted these 

operational hours are less than Bunnerong’s current licence arrangements. If 

conditions are applied to operational hours, it is recommended these are 6am-

10.00pm 7 days a week to ensure maximum usage of the facility. It would also be 

anticipated similar hours of operations would be required for the indoor sports facility 

to accommodate early training sessions and weekend events. 

3.2. Unlike the other areas of the Heffron Centre, the majority of users in the gymnastics centre 

will be children (approximately 90% of Bunnerong’s users are aged 12 or under). 

(a) The BCA Design Assessment Report (Design Confidence 2 September 2020) states: 

Preliminary calculations indicate there is a deficiency for gymnastics participants, 

however there is excess amenities within the multi-purpose area which may be able 

to accommodate this shortfall. 

(b) As currently documented, the number of bathrooms and current configuration for the 

gymnastics centre as outlined in the BCA Report does not align with best practice child 

protection requirements. Based on the report, it is assumed users (the majority of 

which are under the age of 12) would be required to utilise other public bathrooms in 

the facility. 

(c) No direct access from the Gymnastics Centre to the Carpark is provided. Its current 

form, parents will need to park and enter the facility to drop off and collect gymnasts 

as they will not be permitted to leave the gymnastics area without a parent/guardian. 

This will mean 180+ carparking places dedicated to the gymnastics centre will be 

required to cater for the changeover of 90+ children per hour using the facility. (the 

proposal has 143 parking spaces nominated). It is recommended a secondary access 

(for limited use only) is provided directly off the gymnastics centre viewing area to 

allow a quick drop-off/collection point that can be managed by the Gymnastics 

Operator to provide a safe and efficient area for participant access and egress and 

vehicle movements in the carpark. 



 

 

4. No gymnastics equipment footprint has been considered 

4.1. The designs within the DAs currently show a blank area allocated for the gymnastics facility. 

As indicated in the 2009 Heffron Park Plan of Management, detailed design (including internal 

configuration of amenities building and the indoor recreation centre and gymnastics building) 

will be required for the proposals. To date, there has been no detailed design produced or 

exhibited with respect to the gymnastics facility.  

4.2. It is noted that the equipment footprint of the gymnastics facility will have an impact on the 

structure and external layout of the facility, which in turn will impact the design of the 

gymnastics facility currently on exhibition. 

(a) The gymnastics area should include foam pits requiring set downs in the slab – this 

will impact egress pathways, external exit locations, floor and excavation details with 

proposed door locations needed to be moved. 

(b) No roller doors (or equivalent) have been proposed therefore some items of equipment 

may not be able to be installed in the facility. 

(c) Windows have been included on the Western Façade of the Gymnastics Centre. This 

does not align with the Gymnastics NSW Facility Guidelines where it is recommended 

direct sunlight should be avoided as it may impact athletes and impact and instead 

recommends south facing windows as it allows natural light without direct sunlight. 

Whilst it is assumed this position is to allow natural ventilation, the location and 

materials used (perhaps solid louvres rather than glass for example) for the external 

window locations need to be considered further. It is noted there are currently no 

windows proposed to the southern elevation. 

(d) Glazing on the west, particularly at the proposed heights (appearing to be at eye level), 

may provide safety issues based on movement outside of the facility distracting 

athletes. This may be further compounded in the evening due to vehicle lights from 

the carpark. 

4.3. In summary, the design currently on exhibition in the DAs for the gymnastics facility is not fit 

for purpose. As such, future modifications (including further applications) are likely. This will 

lead to additional costs and time at the expense of Council or if not addressed a significant 

compromise to the proposed gymnastics facility. 

Heffron Park Plan of Management 

5. Standalone gymnastics building 

5.1. The Heffron Park 2009 Plan of Management (POM) identifies, as part of the facilities 

upgrade, two new indoor recreation buildings, as follows: 

(a) One accommodating a variety of uses including indoor basketball, netball, soccer, 
meeting and club rooms; and 

(b) The other accommodating a new gymnastics facility. 

5.2. The Landscape Concept drawing in the POM also identifies two separate, similarly sized 

facilities. Page 29 of the POM also confirms that there are to be two separate facilities, with 



 

 

the indoor recreation centre a multi-use facility and separate gymnastics building. Page 30 

of the POM also indicates that the gymnastics facility will be a standalone building. 

5.3. The staging program in the POM also identifies the gymnastics centre as a separate building, 

with an estimated cost of $3 million.  

5.4. The Guidelines for Development in the POM also refers to "buildings" and states that the 

"site of the indoor recreation centre and gymnastics centre must be within the general 

location identified in the Plan".  

5.5. Further, it is evident from the Criteria for Development by Sporting Groups and Associations 

set out in the POM that Council intended to carry out building works that are consistent with 

the Landscape Concept approved by Council, and that there should only be minor 

inconsistencies with that concept which have a demonstrated environmental or public benefit 

(refer to page 60, POM). 

5.6. Bunnerong acknowledges the building process and cost efficiencies of bringing together the 

indoor recreation facility and the gymnastics facility, and this has been discussed before with 

the Council. That would not be inconsistent with the POM because there would be separate 

spaces for each facility. It is noted, however, that there was no provision in the POM for 

South Sydney Rabbitohs to be included in the concept for the Heffron Centre. It has been 

the inclusion of its facility that has compromised the space available for a gymnastics facility. 

5.7. The POM suggests that, although the design and upgrade proposals are indicative only and 

detailed designs will be required, the detailed design only contemplates minor variations in 

the location of facilities and works such as buildings. However, it is Bunnerong's submissions 

that the designs in the current DAs for the Heffron Centre, particularly the addition of the 

South Sydney Rabbitohs' facility, constitute major variations with respect to the proposed 

gymnastics building. 

5.8. In view of the above, Bunnerong is concerned that the proposed new gymnastics facility has 

not been designed in accordance with, and substantially deviates from, the proposal in the 

POM. It is the expectation of Bunnerong that, if Council proposed to amend the POM to such 

a degree, this would have been done in accordance with the provisions contained in Part 2, 

Division 3.6, of the Crown Land Management Act 2016 (NSW), including with respect to 

community engagement. 

6. Leasing and licensing 

6.1. The POM contemplates that licence and lease agreements are to be tendered where the 

established potential or existing income is in excess of $10,000. 

6.2. Bunnerong notes that the lease for the gymnastics facility and recreation facility has been 

put to an EOI process that may lead to a public tender process. However, the agreement for 

lease for the space within the Heffron Centre that is intended to be occupied by South Sydney 

Rabbitohs facility, and the adjoining sports field licence, did not go through any such tender 

process. 

6.3. Further, the POM indicates that a preference should be given to issuing licence agreements 

rather than leases, and that Council will consider a maximum 10-year licence for the non-

exclusive use of sporting fields and facilities. Notwithstanding these requirements, it is noted 

that South Sydney Rabbitohs approached Council in relation to the Heffron Centre in 2013. 



 

 

A Terms Sheet was signed in 2017 and, in 2019, a 21-year agreement to lease and a licence 

entered into between Council and South Sydney Rabbitohs. 

6.4. Council is required to give public and specific notices of the proposal to grant a lease or 

licence in respect of community land for a term exceeding 5 years (section 47, Local 

Government Act 1993 (NSW)). Bunnerong does not recall any such public notice being 

exhibited with respect to the South Sydney Rabbitoh's lease, or a specific notice being issued 

to it as an occupant of land adjoining, or in the vicinity, of the community land in the proposal. 

6.5. These matters are of significance because, prior to the process undertaken between the 

Council and South Sydney Rabbitohs, the community in the Council area relied on compliant 

implementation of the POM to deliver separate and substantial indoor recreation and 

gymnastics facilities. While Bunnerong recognises the additional funding that has been 

brought to the Heffron Centre project by the involvement of South Sydney Rabbitohs, the 

result is now a single facility with three different purposes but which will require the 

gymnastics community in the Council area to undertake its activities in what is, frankly, a 

confined space. The community of gymnasts in the Council area should not have their long-

held aspirations compromised because of the commitments made by the Council to South 

Sydney Rabbitohs, which is more or less a private enterprise. 

6.6. Bunnerong notes it has submitted an expression of interest for the gymnastics facility lease. 

As per the POM, where tenderers are an existing lessee or licensee (as Bunnerong is for the 

current gymnastics facility), "consideration should be given to past contributions to the 

community through their previous improvements or services and previous performance 

regarding compliance with licence or lease agreements". Council is also expected to "strive 

to achieve equity of access, support for local associations and sporting groups, and provide 

for changing sport and recreation trends…" (page 49, POM). 

7. It is apparent that both the design of the Heffron Centre and set out in the DAs, and the leasing and 

licensing activities carried out to date with respect to the Heffron Centre, substantially deviate from 

the plans and requirements specified in the POM. Bunnerong notes that Council was required to 

address a number of criteria in its application for landowner consent for the DAs, including (among 

other things) whether the development is generally consistent with the POM (page 62, POM). 

Bunnerong questions what Council submitted in this regard, noting the significant deviation from 

the POM.  

8. As required by section 3.36(3) of the Crown Land Management Act 2016 (NSW), the Crown land 

manager must carry out, and give effect to, an adopted plan of management. Compliance with this 

obligation has not been demonstrated and it is Bunnerong's view that Council has not implemented 

the requirements of the POM with respect to the design of the gymnastics facility.  

Social Impact Assessment 

9. No Social Impact Assessment (SIA) has been undertaken in accordance with Randwick Council’s 

“Social Impact Assessment Guidelines for Assessing Development Applications” document. 

10. Further details on the above items have also identified by Lockrey Planning and Development 

Solutions Pty Ltd and should be considered as part of DA Assessment (Annexure F). 

11. The new Heffron Centre is a great initiative and will certainly bookend the upgrades Randwick City 

Council has completed to Heffron Park to date. The design on exhibition and consideration for site 

context and the needs for Community and High-performance stakeholders are clearly captured in 



 

 

the design providing a great opportunity for the Rabbitohs and Souths Cares to be welcomed to the 

park. 

12. Unfortunately, the same consultation has not been undertaken with gymnastics stakeholders. We 

do not want children to miss out on attending gymnastics because Randwick City Council builds a 

facility that does not meet the current and future needs of the community. Additional consultation is 

therefore required ensure smart design and operational considerations and demand are captured 

as have been for other user groups. This needs to include ensuring the project delivers against the 

adopted 2009 Heffron Park Plan of Management. 

13. Council should be commended for its commitment to community sport. It is hoped this additional 

feedback will ensure the significant investment meets the end users’ requirements. The Heffron 

Centre as designed exemplifies that this facility will be a sporting destination for generations to come 

and we wish to ensure the same level of detail is considered before the facility receives development 

approval. 

Should you wish to discuss any matter raised in this letter, please contact the writer. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Matthew Spooner 
Secretary 
Bunnerong Gymnastics Association Inc. 
Email: secretary@bunneronggym.com.au 
Mobile: 0418 203 222 


